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B Flav Tagging 
Determination of the flavour of the neutral B meson 

  The effective tagging efficiency:  

                                                       ω mistag fraction 
                                                  ε tagging efficiency  
   depends on: 

           - SuperB acceptance of the Detector  
        - SuperB PID Performance 
        - Tagging Algorithm   
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From BaBar to SuperB 

                         Preliminary SBTag: 

(1) reuses core of the B tagging code from Babar   
(2) reuses the NN infrastucture of Tag08 
      (mostly the same but some inputs and/or subtaggers can change) 
(3) relies on available “SuperB” muon, elector and kaon 

selectors    
(4) revises tightness of PID selection to optimize  
    B flav-tag performance (second step) 
(5) produces the NN output for analyses (third step)  
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B/D Vertex Separation 
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B Tagging Code 
-   Moved to FastSim/V0.0.4 
-  dE/dx and new PID should be available in 2 weeks 
-  Waiting for reliable PID selector to create useful BTagging 

lists to test as input to NN  
-   Adapting the core of the BaBar B Tagging code to use it with 

FastSim.   
-  Two packages will contain the reconstruction code, the 

variables needed to train the NN and the NN output to be 
used by analysts.   

- PacBTaggingUser (PacTagUserApp) 

- PacBTaggingTools (variables input to NN, definition of the 
BTagging lists, etc..) 
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Input to NN 
-  check if we can run the adapted code on B->ππ MC events and 

dump the  discriminating variables required as input to the NN 
-  not interested in training the NN at this stage, we just need 

that the adapted code for FastSim works 
-    when reliable PID selectors will be available -> training NN     

We can dump  just the discrimina<ng variabes we need and/or add 
other variables ( B‐D vertex separa<on for example) 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B Tagging Lists  

? ? PidMuonBDTSelector LFR 

? ? PidKMSelector L 

? ? PidKaonBDTSelector
+KKM SuperLoose 

NP 

PID selectors and criteria for the BaBar B Tagging lists in BaBar are in 
BetaPid/PidTaggingMicroSequence.tcl, .cc, .hh, moved in the 
PacBtagging packages. 
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To do List 

-Adapte the B tagging code of BaBar for FastSim (work in progress) 

- Use available “SuperB” PID Selectors to create the B Tagging Lists  
without any optimization on the tightness criteria  

- Generate and reconstruct the usual MC events used to train the NN  
architecture of BaBar.   

-  Check if we can dump all the required variables to be used as input to  
  the NN. 

- Check if they look reasonable.  


